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rest  

carefully  

scientists  

inside  

wheels  

stay  

green  

known  

island  

week  

less  

machine  

base  

ago  

stood  

 

Writing Practice 
Directions:   Write the words on the lines. 



 Name__________________________________________   
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rest inside green week base 

carefully wheels known less ago 

scientists stay island machine stood 
 

   

   

   

   

 

 

  
  

Spelling Practice 
Directions:   Print each word into the box it fits. 



 Name__________________________________________   
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rest inside green week base 

carefully wheels known less ago 

scientists stay island machine stood 
 
 

 

 
  

Word Search 
Directions:   Find and circle the words. 



 Name__________________________________________   
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ago   
 with thought about 

what is best  

base   
 to wait  

carefully   
 to stop working for a 

short time 

 

green   
 to have been on your 

feet 

 

inside   
 the color of plants  

 
island   

 starting point 

known   
 people who study how 

things work or are made  

less   
 parts of a car that turn 

machine   
 not as much as 

rest   
 land with water all 

around it  

scientists   
 in the body or space  

stay   
 have found out 

stood   
 before now 

week   
 a thing which makes 

work easy  

wheels   
 7 days   

 

 

Matching 
Directions:   Draw lines to match the words and meanings. 



 Name__________________________________________   
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wlhsee The car__ __ __ __ __ __ turn round.  

ekwe We will go next __ __ __ __.  

ootds A horse __ __ __ __ __ under the tree.  

asty The boy will __ __ __ __ after school.  

siiencstst __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ study the earth and space. 

rset We will __ __ __ __ after working hard.  

mahince A farm __ __ __ __ __ __ __ works in the fields. 

ssel A house has __ __ __ __ rooms than a school. 

nnwko I have __ __ __ __ __ how to read for a long time. 

slidna The __ __ __ __ __ __ is in the ocean.  

isnied My room is __ __ __ __ __ __ the big house. 

rnege The tree leaves are __ __ __ __ __.   

llecufyra Think __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ before you do. 

eabs A river is at the __ __ __ __ of the mountain. 

oag I was in first grade three years __ __ __. 
 

Word Scramble 
Directions:   Unscramble the word for the sentence. 



 Name__________________________________________   
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rest inside green week base 

carefully wheels known less ago 

scientists stay island machine stood 
 

1.  _________________________ study the stars in space. 

2.  ______________________ with your mother and wait. 

3.  The girls ______________________ on their feet to see. 

4.  A town has ______________________ people than a city. 

5.  Animals eat ______________________ plants. 

6.  Children need ______________________ to feel good. 

7.  He cut the wood with a ______________________. 

8.  He has _____________________ how to draw for some time. 

9.  Her room is at the _____________________ of the building. 

10.  Put your things ______________________ the box. 

11.  She came to America two years ______________________. 

12.  The road is under the car ______________________. 

13.  The ship moves toward the ______________________. 

14.  Wait one ______________________ before you come again.  

15.  Work ______________________ in school to do well. 
 

Finish the Sentence 
Directions:   Write a word which belongs in the sentence. 


